SEDA (Staged Event-Driven Architecture) is a middleware architecture designed to support massive concurrency demands of internet services. However, managing the resources manually to achieve high performance in such a computing system has proved difficult, time-consuming, error-prone and non-QoS-guaranteed. In this paper, we propose an adaptive control approach to automatic resource management and performance control for SEDA-based applications. This approach is based on a combination of a load balancing strategy and feedback auto-tune stages for global optimal performance. In addition, our control algorithms are able to automatically optimize the control parameters at runtime. The design has been built into a SEDAbased web sever and validated by benchmarking this web server. The experimental results demonstrate that our auto-tune design is able to yield superior adaptation performance for SEDA applications in dynamic working environments, achieving desired performance targets with simple control algorithms and automatic parameter tuning.
INTRODUCTION
Thread-based concurrency model is a common middleware architecture used by server applications. However, this model is not good at handling large concurrent loads due to the overheads associated with resource contention and threading. It has been reported that the server performance would be greatly degraded when the threads/loads reach a certain degree [16, 20, 21] .
Alternative to the thread-concurrent model, Staged Event-Driven Architecture (SEDA) is a new middleware architecture to support massive concurrency demands [21] . SEDA models applications as a series of event-driven stages interconnected with event queues and supported by non-blocking I/O [17] , avoiding the resource contentions and the scalability limits of threads [16] . As demonstrated by Welsh etc al. [19, 21] , this design can greatly benefit the system in massive current loads and service fairness.
Although SEDA provides such self-tune control techniques as heuristic control and admission control in each stage, SEDA system performance is still determined by the controlled parameter configurations in each stage. When all stages are optimally set up, SEDA can perform in the best conditions; but managing a multiple-stage SEDA system manually is a very complicated and time-consuming job. Although considerable work has been done for automatic system resource management [3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 10, 11, 19] , most of them are based on threadbased concurrency model and do not support the multi-eventqueue system as a global control strategy.
In this paper, we propose an adaptive control approach to automatic resource management and performance control for SEDA-based applications. Under the SEDA framework, we exploit global control strategy for load balancing and build each stage as a feedback control system composed of an adaptive controller and an event-driven thread pool. We also develop control algorithms that are able to optimize the control parameters at runtime. Based on the theoretical proofs and experimental results, we argue that our design can not only greatly enhance overall performance of the SEDA application to meet the dynamic desired demands by adaptively adjusting the resources, but it can also reduce a lot of manual work in system configuration.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the background of SEDA, especially its performance management. Section 3 presents our autonomous control system design for SEDA and exercises our design with three classical control algorithms. Section 4 shows the experimental results of benchmarking our design in a SEDA-based web server. We discuss the related work in Section 5 and give conclusions in Section 6.
STAGED EVENT-DRIVEN ARCHITECTURE 2.1 Overview
of stages separated by event queues. By means of non-blocking I/O, SEDA applications overcome the weaknesses of previous event-driven designs based on blocking I/O operations and thus are able to efficiently support high concurrent loads with less resources and contentions [1, 17, 20] .
In a SEDA-based system, each stage consists of an event handler, an event queue, and a thread pool. Threads within a stage operate by pulling a number of events off the event queue and invoking the event handler. The event handler then processes the events and dispatches the events by enqueueing them in the event queue of the next stage.
The explicit event-queues between stages act as a mechanism for controlling the flow of requests in the whole system. Each stage therefore is isolated from each other and is responsible only for processing a subset of requests to avoid holding resources by single request/thread for too long. [18, 21] 
Performance Management
The performance of each stage in the original SEDA design is subject to its resource control based on the heuristic control algorithm. The controller consists of a thread pool controller and batching controller. Thread pool controller is used to adjust the number of the threads in the stage by monitoring the incoming event-queue length, and the batching controller is designed to tune the batching factor by the performance (throughput) feedback. Whenever the number of events in the incoming queue is over the threshold, the thread pool controller will add a specific number of threads in the stage thread pool; similarly, when the throughput degrades to the value that is less than the recent running average, the batching control mechanism will increase the batching factor in the event handler.
The existing SEDA performance management has a simple design and potentials to handle dynamic loads. However, how to configure it to generate the desired performance requires administers to correctly set multiple relevant parameters such as threshold, thread pool size for multiple stages. It is a very time consuming and tedious manual operation. In addition, this configuration is not based on any mathematical relationships between the controlled parameters and the target performance. An 'optimal' configuration usually depends on an experienced administrator's good guess. Therefore, parameter configuration can easily result in over utilizing resources or under utilizing available resources. Moreover, whether to add or to remove threads, and the number of threads allowed to be changed in every sampling period in SEDA are statically controlled by the admission control mechanism according to the fixed policies, which may be not suitable in a dynamic environment.
AUTOMATIC PERFORMANCE CONTROL FOR SEDA 3.1 System Modeling
Generally, computing system performance can be measured with a variety of metrics. In this paper, we take throughput (i.e. expected workload) as the performance target. Since many other performance metrics such as resource utilization and response time can be calculated from system workload [9] , if our design is able to control the workload to meet the desired target, it means that our approach also can be extended for other performance requirements.
In SEDA, a client request is processed along a staged pipeline. When there is a bottleneck stage in the process flow, the overall system performance would be limited. Picture a scenario where one stage has heavy database (DB) reads, but all others are essentially main memory manipulation. If the stage to process DB reads cannot improve its workload, the system final throughput might not be enhanced even though other tasks are isolated from DB reads by using different thread queues in SEDA. It implies that if loading cannot be balanced in stages, when other stages support higher workload than the bottleneck stage, it cannot help in improving system performance, but wastes system resources. Balancing workload in stages located in the same pipeline thus is very important for enhancing the whole system performances.
Based on the SEDA design pattern and the above analysis, our adaptive performance management in this paper is designed as the combination of load balance and self-tune stage models. The load balance model provides a framework to globally set up the desired workload on every stage as Figure 1 illustrated. Each stage model is a feedback self control system using adaptive control techniques to adjust stage resources to support the expected stage performance.
Figure 1. Global Control Framework
Since system throughput is chosen as the performance metrics in the current design, the principle of making the setting in the global control model is that the workload on every stage placed in serial is expected to be the same, i.e. the maximum workload that the system expects to support, for load balance, and the stages working in parallel should share the workload in a specified proportion. For example, when the SEDA application is structured as Figure 1 
Figure 2. Self-Tune Stage
The stage control model consists of admission control and feedback control. Admission control is to monitor the number of requests that entered the event-queue in the last sampling period and to decide if the feedback controller should be enabled. Generally, this mechanism is specifically for the situation that the desired workload is much higher than the actual number of requests. Feedback control here is developed to auto tune the manipulated parameters to the best values by using automatic control theorems so that the controlled system can generate expected output.
Separated by event queues, in some degree, each stage in SEDA can be viewed as an independent thread-pool based system. Like other thread-based systems, the number of threads in the pool determines the workload of the stage. A higher value of threads size allows the system to process more requests concurrently, increasing the system capacity. So stage thread pool is chosen as the controlled target system in the feedback control system.
Although the relationship between throughput and thread pool size is in fact nonlinear and stochastic, we found that it can be regarded as linear before the number of threads reaches a certain degree. Therefore, by using least mean square (LMS) identification techniques, throughput-thread relationship can be modeled as a first-order ARX model [12, 13] as Equation 1.
where ( ) y k and ( ) u k denote the estimated throughput and change of threads number in the stage at time k respectively;
A and B are scalars obtained by system identification. This equation indicates that whenever the number of threads is varied, the output would be changed immediately in the same sample time without any delays, and the output is linear related to the number of the threads changing in this sampling period. In Figure  3 , we show the comparison of the actual and estimated throughput of a stage in a SEDA based web server (Haboob [21] ).
Figure 3. Estimated Output and Actual Output
Despite a difference between the actual and the model output, the comparison demonstrates that modeling the system in this way is correct and the model is sufficient to be used in the following system control.
Adaptive Control System Design
Base of the above analysis and modeling, we design the adaptive control system as follows. Since our control is discrete, we apply the standard z-transformation [15] on the system equation (EQ1) and we get:
The stage control model in Figure 2 thus can be simplified to the control flowchart shown in Figure 4 . The stage control model can be drawn as a system transfer function as below:
Proportional Control
We firstly apply the P (Proportional) control on the stage controller. We use p K to represent the proportional constant in the controller, and the stage model described by EQ 3 can be transformed to be:
Applying inverse Z-Transformation on EQ 4, we achieve the form of the transfer function in time domain, shown as EQ 5,
where ( ) X n represents the change of the output at time n , and the ( ) u n represents the input signal to the system at this sample time. In the design here, ( ) u n specifically denote the sampled reference input ( ) r k , which is the input to the control system.
According to the system stability requirements, the poles of the closed loop system transfer function should be located in the unit circle. Therefore, a constraint on the choice of the parameter values in EQ 4 is as below:
Thus, from EQ 5 and EQ 6, we know that the system final steady output would be the maximum system output, i.e.:
Whenever the EQ7 equals to the desired output, we can draw the value of p K , which is definitely the optimal value of p K .
Therefore, we can follow the processes (EQ8~EQ10) as below to obtain this optimal values.
Firstly, let:
then we can get:
Since the system (Figure 3 ) final steady output is equal to A , we can achieve the desired output by developing a simply transformation equation as follows:
And let
The system model described in Figure 4 thus can be designed as shown in Figure 5 when it is working with proportional controller.
Figure 5. P-Control Based Pre-Compensator Control Model

PI / PD Control
PI (proportional-integral) and PD (proportional-derivative) are two well-known control techniques in classical control theory, which add integral and derivative components respectively on the proportional control [2, 10] .
There have been a lot of discussions on how to get the best values of these controlled parameters to achieve the desired output. However, if the system is discrete and the zeros in the transfer function affect a lot on the system performance, there is little previous work to deal with this problem [10] . In this section, we propose a new approach to deriving the optimal parameter values.
An ideal controller usually enables the controlled system to perform as expected. In general, the overshoot and settling time are the two most important performance metrics for automatic control systems. In the following, we take these two parameters as our control targets to develop our PI/PD control algorithms.
We first present the design of PI control system. Similar to the above P control algorithm, from EQ 3, the PI control system model can be depicted in the equation as EQ 12 PD controller development in our algorithm uses the same design process as the above PI. Only because of the difference lying on the system transfer function, the equations related the system model (EQ 12, 13, 15 and 17) should be replaced by PD equations (EQ 18, 19, 20 and 21) respectively as below
where p K and d K represent the proportional and derivative constant respectively. The time domain behavior then is described as EQ 19:
EQ 15 of PI correspondingly is changed into EQ 18 for PD sin( ) 2 cos sin( ) sin( )
Finally, we can use EQ 21 to replace the EQ 17 of PI to achieve the optimal parameters for PD control to meet the system performance requirements.
TESTING AND ANALYSIS
We validate our design by implementing it with the above three control strategies into a SEDA-based web server [21] and evaluate our approaches by benchmarking the web server. The testbed consists of one server machine (2.8 GHz Pentium 4 systems with 1.5 GB of RAM) and a client machine (2.0 GHz Pentium 4 systems with 512MB of RAM). The SEDA web server is developed with SUN JDK 1.5 as the JAVA platform1 running Linux kernel v2.6. The client is running synthetic workload generator based on the SPECweb 99 testing suite [21, 22] . . Figure 6 demonstrates the performance results of the tests. Here, we take the same performance tests on each control strategy. Without human intervention, each controller adaptively tunes the parameters to the values which achieve the desired throughput changed at runtime. As the figure shows, our control design is able to efficiently yield the desired output for SEDA applications under dynamic loading environment and its behavior is similar to the above theoretical arguments in the experiment. Despite some oscillations in the behavior, the controller is very effective at keeping the performance near the target. The oscillation here might be resulted by Java's garbage collection. Among these four control approaches, the heuristic controller used in original SEDA shows the slowest adaptation rate, and the convergent time is strongly affected by the change of the reference signals. In theory, PI control is a sound way in improving the system performance by removing the steady-state error. However, in this case, the controlled system mathematical model limits the positions of the zeros and poles in the control function and thus shrinks the scope of and for selections. In terms of the model constraints, we therefore can obtain the minimum overshoot at 30% in this experiment as shown in Figure 6 . With regards to the PD control, it demonstrates a promising performance in this test with greater errors shown in Figure 6 . Contrasting to the above control approaches, P control exhibits the best performance. It not only has the fastest adaptation rate and the least errors, the design process of P control is also the simplest. Moreover, the performance of P control is independent to the reference signals. In general, steady-state error is viewed as a significant weakness existing in P control. In this research, we apply both mathematical proof and experiment results to demonstrate that our design is good at remedying this problem.
Although in other working environments, PI and PD controller may perform better than these tests, however, either PI or PD design process is much more complicated than P control and the steady-state errors and convergent rate achieved by PI/PD cannot be better than P. Based on these facts, we argue that proportional control could be the best selection for this autonomous control system design.
RELATED WORK
Applying control in autonomous computing has attracted a lot of research efforts. The control approaches generally can be cataloged into two main streams: one is the admission control such as queuing control [3, 19] , and the other is the feedbackbased control [4, 5, 8, 10, 11] . Besides the two main streams, some other approaches like neural-fuzzy control [6] , resource containment and service degradation etc [19] also attract some attention.
In general, the admission control is simpler, but has limitations like heavy manual costs, slow convergence and fixed policies etc. The original SEDA is a typical example of admission control. In contrast to the admission control mechanism, our approach shows better adaptation performance in a dynamic loading environment, and demonstrates that it can reduce manual work in parameters setting and tuning for system design and management.
Feedback-based control approaches exhibit significant advantages in high quality self-correcting and self-stabilizing. As a result, recently both software industry [4, 5] and academic community [8] put a lot of efforts in this area. In [8] , Lu and Abdelzaher used PI control to adaptively adjust the thread pool size and demonstrated that feedback control is a useful set of tools for managing resources utilization and QoS. In [4] , based on the auto-tune agent design, IBM took a further step by drawing another argument that LQR can perform very well for MIMO systems. Our design is also a kind of the autonomous computing system in this catalog. Compared with the previous work, our model exhibits the following advantages. First, our design is a global control strategy, rather than a single thread pool model-based control approach. Based on the SEDA pattern, every stage in SEDA works as a thread-based concurrency model. On some degrees, the single thread pool model like Apache can be regarded as a special case of the SEDA architecture that processes all requests in one stage. This implies that our approach is also available to fully support the thread pool models if required. Second, we take the service rate as the performance metric, which gives our control approach potential to improve other performances. In addition, we exploited the classical control modules (P, PI, PD) in our auto-tune design.
Compared with other complicated adaptive controls on autonomous computing, our approach is simple and able to offer an alternative way to efficiently self-tune the system working in dynamic workload environments.
As a note, our design currently focuses on web servers running in single machine. However, our design and approach can be potentially used to support multiple machines for a complicated distributed system.
CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we presented and evaluated an auto tune design for SEDA-based application performance management. Our contributions include a design of adaptive control model based on feedback control, as well as developing a practical approach to optimize the control parameters. A SEDA-based web server was used to validate our design. Three well-known control models (P, PI and PD) were evaluated using the SPEC web benchmark against the web servier. The experimental results show that our auto-performance controller can effectively optimize the resources in SEDA-based applications and significantly reduce manual configurations. Our work demonstrates that, instead of applying complicated control theory and algorithms, P control based precompensation model is good enough to control multiple-stage software systems.This makes it feasible to build our approach into SEDA middleware and apply it for a large range of applications. In the future, more complicated SEDA-based applications will be used to further improve and extend our approach.
